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Abstract. Image degradation in laser underwater imaging system is due to the 

scattering of water. Image restoration is an effective method to improve the quality of 

image, but its solving process is an ill-posed problem and the solution is not easily 

obtained in actual applications. A regularization blind image restoration method 

using particle swarm optimization was proposed in this paper. Regularization 

technique was adopted to solve ill-posed problem in the process of blind image 

restoration, the selection of regularization parameter still remains a difficult problem 

due to the amplification of noise in the inversion process. So two kind of particle 

swarm optimization were used to estimate regularization parameter and point spread 

function alternately. The results of image simulation and experiment show that the 

algorithm has a good effect of restoration for underwater image. 

Keywords: Blind Image Restoration · Regularization · Particle Swarm 

Optimization· 

1 Introduction 

The main cause of image quality degradation acquired by underwater laser imaging 

system is the absorption and scattering during laser transmission. Underwater 
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absorption of water leads to the decrease of image signal noise ratio, scattering leads 

to blur images. Image inverse filtering is a common way to restore degraded images 

[1], but knowledge of point spread function must be known. Currently, most of the 

solution of water point spread function is approximate solution [2], which is related 

to the intrinsic properties of water (absorption coefficient and scattering coefficient) 

and imaging distance. So, the solution is not easily obtained in actual applications. 

Blind image restoration method is a method of processing without the need of a 

priori knowledge of image, but its solving process is an ill-posed problem [3].  

Based on blind image restoration method, a regularization blind image restoration 

method by using particle swarm optimization is proposed. In this method, 

regularization technology is adopted to solve ill-posed problems in blind image 

restoration algorithm, and then particle swarm optimization algorithm is adopted to 

estimate regularization parameter and point spread function. 

2 Algorithm model and description 

2.1 Regularization blind image restoration model 

The key of image restoration processing is to establish degradation model. In most of 

the applications, it is assumed that the image degradation model is linear and can be 

modeled as a two dimensional convolution between the original image with the point 

spread function as given [4],  In matrix form the observed image can be written as 

hHfg 
                                                   (1) 

In formula (1), g is a degraded image, H point spread function, i.e. water point 

spread function, f is original image, and n represents the additive Gaussian noise. 

Because of the diverse factors and character caused image degradation, image 

restoration is a complex process of mathematical, essentially is the process of solve 

the ill-posed problem. Regularization method is a kind of good method for solving 

ill-posed problems [5, 6]. The basic idea of this method is to make use of prior 

knowledge of the solution, and to format additional constraints in order to ensure the 
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only existence continuous solution, thus to transform the ill-posed problem into 

well-posed problem. Therefore, regularized image restoration could be regarded as a 

constraint optimization problem, namely, the optimal value of original image f is: 

})(min{arg
22

fcgHff                                   (2) 

In formula (2), 
2

gHf  represents the approximation degree of observation image 

to original image,  is the regularization parameter, c  represents the regularization 

operator, usually it is a high-pass filter operator so as to realize noise smoothing, 

2
)( fc represents regular term and f  is for regular solution[7]. 

For a given regularization operator c ， we could select proper solution regularization 

parameter  , and then by calculating with formula (3), regularization 

solution f  could be obtained: 

gHccHHf TTT 1)()(                                  (3) 

For  optimal value, mean square error is: 

2
)(

1
)( gHf

N
e                                       (4) 

Various methods for regularization parameter were used to solve this problem [8-10], 

but how to choose regularization parameters is a challenge problem yet, and the 

parameters very close to optimum recovery are rare. In order to get the optimal 

solution, alternating optimization is a kind of effective method. In this way, image 

blind restoration process is divided into fuzzy identification and regularization 

parameter optimization this two alternating stage. In fuzzy identification stage, solve 

H by fixing regularization parameter   and minimizing the optimization 

performance index in formula (2). In regularization optimization stage, solve   by 

fixing H and minimizing the optimization performance index in formula (4). 

The algorithm model is as follows:  

Step1: Initialize  , H , c  is laplacian operator 

Step2: Calculate f  using equation (3) 

Step3: Fuzzy identification (PSO1), using equation (2) 
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Step4: Optimize the regularization parameter（PSO2）using equation (4) 

Step5: Number of iterations is satisfied, if not satisfied to Step3 

Step6: output f  . 

2.2 PSO algorithm 

Particle swarm optimization algorithm is a new global optimization evolutionary 

algorithm, which is proposed by Kennedy and Eberhart in 1995 [12] and is especially 

suitable for nonlinear function optimization problem. In this algorithm, firstly, a 

group of particles are generates randomly in the solution space and then the optimal 

solution is found through iteration. During every time of iteration, particle updates 

itself by tracking two "extreme value". Suppose that one is the best solution the 

particle itself finds, called bestp , the other one is the best solution the whole particle 

swarm could find at present, called bestg . Hence, update equation of the particle's 

speed and location [13] are: 

)()( 21 warmbestwarmbeststepnowstep sgrandcsprandcVwV 

（5） 

stepwarmwarm Vss                                        （6） 

In formula (5), stepV is the speed of particle, warms is the current position of particle, 

rand is respectively the random number between [0, 1], 1c , 2c is learning factor, 

noww is inertial factor, usually linearly reduces with the increase of iterations, i.e. 

axIterationM

ww
Iterationww endstart

nownow


                            (7) 

noww Is biggest inertial factor, generally take value 0.9, endw is the minimum inertia 
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factor, general take value 0.1, Iteration is the number of iterations, IterationMax is 

the maximum number of iterations. In this paper the size of particle swarm is set as 

20. PSO pseudo-code is as follows: 

 

3 Simulation experiment and analysis of results  

In order to verify performance of the algorithm proposed in this paper, simulation 

image and actual underwater image were restored separately by algorithm proposed 

in this paper and the other two kinds of algorithms proposed in literature [14] [15]. 

Then, we compared the image restoration result of each algorithms and adopted 

signal-to-noise ratio increment ISNR to objectively measure the performance of each 

blind restoration method [16].      

3.1 Comparison of the restoration algorithm for image simulation  

The original picture Lena bellow is chosen from the standard image base, By 

For each particle si ,,1 do 

  Randomly initialize ix  

  Randomly initialize iv  

  Set ibest xip )(  

endfor 

 

Repeat 

 For each particle si ,,1 do 

   Evaluate the fitness of particle i , )( ixf  

   Update )(ipbest   

   Update )(igbest  

For each dimension dNj .,1 do 

   Update velocity 

endloop 

  Update particle position 

endloop 

Until some convergence criteria is satisfied 
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Gaussian Blur and adding certain amount of noise, results are shown in figure 1. 

           
  (a) Original image Lena                 （b）Gaussian blur image quality image 

                            

             
（c）result of method in literature [15]        （d）result of method in literature [14]  

  ISNR=1.8db                                       ISNR=2.1db 

                                          

 
(e) Result of method in this paper 

ISNR=3.2db 

Fig. 1 Recovery results of different blind restoration algorithm for the simulation diagram 

From recovery effect, restoration images obtained by dealing with algorithm 

proposed in this paper and the other two kinds of algorithms are all clean and clear, 
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Contrast and detail have been obviously improved and a good visual effect is got. But, 

restoration images obtained by dealing with the algorithm proposed in literature [14] 

[15] have different degree of blocking effects, restoration images obtained by dealing 

with algorithm proposed in this paper has a better effect. 

3.2 Blind restoration for real image 

Real blur image obtained by the laser underwater imaging system are selected in this 

paper. As shown in figure 2(a). Then blind restoration is preceded by the algorithm 

proposed in literature [14] and [5] and this article. Recovery effect is shown in figure 

2(b), 2(c), 2(d) respectively. 

              

(a) Real underwater image              (b) result of literature [15] method 

            

(c) result of literature [14] method         (d) result of this paper method 

Fig. 2 Recovery results of different blind restoration algorithm for the simulation diagram 

As shown in the figure 2, certain degree of recovery for image restoration are 

obtained by this three restoration algorithms, but effects of detail and texture on the 
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recovery image obtained by the algorithm proposed in this paper is more prominent 

than other two. Because the original clear image that could not be obtained, so only 

subjective judgment could be made by us without reference. Blind restoration for real 

blur image has been well realized by the algorithm proposed in this article. 

4 Conclusions 

Image degradation in laser underwater imaging system is due to the scattering of 

water. It is a very challenging problem for image blind restoration under the 

environment of lack of prior knowledge of the image. Particle swarm optimization 

algorithm proposed in this paper for regular blind image restoration technology can 

effectively solve the ill-posed problem of blind restoration. The results of image 

simulation and experiment show that the algorithm has a better effect in estimating 

regular parameters and original image. 
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